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Outline of Talk
❖ Review 22q11.2DS behavioral phenotype
❖ Present the Coper/Struggler challenge notion 
❖ Give example of one kind of cognitive impairment
❖ Explore the cognition/emotion relationship
❖ Ask if explains behaviors that can lead to diagnostic labels
❖ Some responses to reduce challenges & sub-optimal behaviors

TAKE AWAY: In challenged children, cognitive impairment and 
emotional dysregulation influence each other bi-directionally
This account might help explain the problem and guide responses
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Neuropsych/Cognitive Profile
Standardized tests show a stable pattern for 22q11.2DS
Full Scale IQ: 70-85 (±15)
❖  Verbal Domains (VCI) > Nonverbal (PRI/WMI) (in most children)
❖  Receptive > Expressive language  
❖  Reading/Spelling (low avg.) relative strengths
❖ Comprehension poor  (learning to read - OK; reading to learn - very 

hard)
❖  Rote memory strong , complex memory verbal and all spatial 

memory is poor.  Working memory is poor 
❖  Attention (information filtering) is impaired 
❖  Executive function (Cognitive Control, WM, Inhibition) is impaired
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Mental Health Diagnoses
Based on, now, many publications we observe a LOT of diagnostic 
categories being used and a LOT of individuals being given them

❖ ADHD (child - 20-50%),  Anxiety (50-60% child/adult),
❖ Schizophrenia Spectrum Disorders ~20-25%% in adults
❖ Autism Spectrum Disorders 20-50% (Antshel ’07; Vorstman ‘06)

❖ based on parental interview (ADI-R) alone
❖ Based ADOS & SCQ (& clinical impression) 0% Angkustsiri et al ‘13
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Core Working Hypothesis
Cognitive impairments limit competence in numerous domains
❖  but vary widely among children and across ages
Despite cognitive limitations some children outperform 
predictions from testing while others fall very short 
❖  “copers” show lower anxiety, higher real world functioning and 

often achieve in academics far beyond what cognitive testing 
would predict

❖  “strugglers” show the reverse pattern - more anxiety poorer 
adaptive functioning and worse academics    

Q: does coper/struggler status affect psychiatric diagnoses?  
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Matching Abilities to Requirements

Cognition/
Behavior

Coping
Resources

Everyday
Demands
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Matching Abilities to Requirements

Cognition/
Behavior

Coping
Resources

Everyday
Demands

or STIMULATION/AROUSAL

Fear, Hyperarousal,
Fight or Flight

Emotional Dysregulation,
Allostatic Load?
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Anxiety, Not IQ Predicts Adaptive Function

TD: N=45; r=0.5; 22q: N=99; r=-0.04; 
Unlike TD children, FSIQ is NOT related to adaptive function in children with 

22q11.2DS aged 7-14 years

Angkustsiri et al., J. Dev. Beh, Peds., 2012
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Anxiety, Not IQ Predicts Adaptive Function
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Anxiety, Not IQ Predicts Adaptive Function

In children with 22q11.2DS aged 7-14 years, adaptive function is strongly and 
negatively related to anxiety levels

22q11.2, N=62; r=-0.34, p=0.007

Coper

Struggler

Angkustsiri et al., J. Dev. Beh, Peds., 2012
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Anxiety & Adaptive Functioning
Clustering used ONLY anxiety/adaptive function scores, not 22q/TD Dx
❖  C1=Strugglers (ALL w/22q): low adaptive scores, high anxious scores
❖  C2=Copers (Mostly TD): high adaptive scores, low anxiety score

C1

C2
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Check-In #1

The Story So Far

❖Overall ability (e.g. IQ) does not predict functioning

❖How well abilities match requirements may predict better

❖ Being “out of your depth” provokes anxiety/stress

❖ Anxiety = anticipation of (repeated challenge)

❖ Anxiety and ability to function affect each other
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Or, In Other Words 

What does this mean for a person with 22q11.2DS?
❖ most things will be more difficult for you than your peers
❖ some things won’t be that hard, others are just “mind-boggling”
❖ being mind-boggled is stressful and makes you feel bad
❖ expecting to be mind-boggled next time creates anxiety about it
❖ NOBODY is at their best when mindboggled, stressed and anxious
❖ even worse, people who are not you don’t get why you are like 

that!
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One Critical Cognitive Impairment
❖ Fix your eyes on the cross on left. Count the bars on the right without moving eyes

This is the phenomenon of spatial “crowding"
❖ you can “see” and mentally represent each of the 5 bars, BUT
❖ even though you can count, you cannot count EACH of these
❖ your brain cannot represent each one as a unique item
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Spatial Resolution & Comparison

Tests ability to mentally represent & compare quantitative info
Find “threshold” for impairment by adjusting to each child
❖ spatial/temporal magnitudes & auditory pitch to test “crowding"
❖ first or second blue bar longer? (1st/2nd duration/pitch greater?)
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Temporal/Pitch Resolution
Temporal Duration Judgment – Auditory (TDJ – A)
❖ 2 rockets in a race to space. Rocket 1 emits tone, then Rocket 2 
❖ Determine which rocket had a longer sound (or trip to space)  
 

Temporal Duration Judgment – Visual (TDJ – V)
❖ Which panda was on the screen longer?

Auditory Pitch Comparison (APC) - which tone higher?
!14



Reduced Spatiotemporal Resolution

Children with 22q have much worse spatial/temporal resolution
Similar pitch performance suggests ability to compare unimpaired
Impairment comes from nature of information being processed

SCA group combines boys with XXY & girls with XXX
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Check-In #2

The Story So Far

❖Uneven pattern of strengths/weaknesses

❖Makes predicting your own abilities difficult/confusing

❖ Lack of competence leads to lack of confidence?

❖Anxiety results and interacts with ability (& vice versa)
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us while we are considering the meaning of a sentence in the
thesis we are writing, or a monkey may quickly react to the
appearance of a predator while grooming or eating.

Reorienting to new objects may occur reflexively, based on
their high sensory salience (Jonides and Yantis, 1988), particu-
larly when we do not have a specific task to do (Pashler and
Harris, 2001), but distinctive objects attract attention more effec-
tively when they are also behaviorally relevant (Yantis and
Egeth, 1999), either because they match our current goals or
because of long-term memory associations that signal their im-
portance, as when we hear the phone ringing or the siren of an
ambulance. In fact, the degree to which a distinctive but entirely
irrelevant object can attract our attention, so-called exogenous
attention, is controversial (Folk et al., 1992; Gibson and Kelsey,
1998; Jonides, 1981; Posner and Cohen, 1984; Theeuwes and
Burger, 1998; Yantis and Egeth, 1999). In some cases, shifts of
attention to a distinctive stimulus can be part of a task goal
(Bacon and Egeth, 1994), as when someone tries to detect any
salient object appearing in a visual scene. In other cases, distinc-
tive but irrelevant objects may share a specific feature with our
current goal, as when we notice someone wearing a red sweater
while looking for a friend with a red hat (Folk et al., 1992; Gibson
and Kelsey, 1998).

A Neuroanatomical Model of Attention: Dorsal
and Ventral Attention Networks
Several lines of evidence indicate that two cortico-cortical neural
systems are involved in attending to environmental stimuli
(Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). A dorsal frontoparietal network,
whose core regions include dorsal parietal cortex, particularly
intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and superior parietal lobule (SPL), and
dorsal frontal cortex along the precentral sulcus, near or at the
frontal eye field (FEF) (Figure 2A, blue areas), embodies the
top-down control mechanism proposed by biased competition
and related theories (Bundesen, 1990; Desimone and Duncan,
1995; Wolfe, 1994). The dorsal system generates and maintains
endogenous signals based on current goals and preexisting
information about likely contingencies and sends out top-down
signals that bias the processing of appropriate stimulus features
and locations in sensory cortex. This conclusion is based on ev-
idence that the dorsal network is preactivated by the expectation
of seeing an object at a particular location or with certain features
(e.g., movement in a specific direction) (Corbetta et al., 2000;
Hopfinger et al., 2000; Kastner et al., 1999; Shulman et al.,

1999), by the preparation of a specific response (Astafiev et al.,
2003; Connolly et al., 2002), or by the short-term memory of a
visual scene (LaBar et al., 1999; Pessoa et al., 2002). The dorsal
system is also involved in linking relevant stimuli to responses, as
it is modulated when people change their motor plan for an ob-
ject (Rushworth et al., 2001). Under some conditions, the prepa-
ratory activation of the dorsal frontoparietal network extends to
visual cortex, presumably reflecting the top-down modulation
of sensory representations (Giesbrecht et al., 2006; Hopfinger
et al., 2000; Kastner et al., 1999; Serences et al., 2004; Silver
et al., 2007; Sylvester et al., 2007) (Figure 1A). Accordingly, antic-
ipatory activity may predict performance to subsequent targets
(Giesbrecht et al., 2006; Pessoa and Padmala, 2005; Sapir
et al., 2005; Sylvester et al., 2007). Finally, recent studies show
that electrical or magnetic stimulation of FEF or IPS leads to a
retinotopically specific modulation of visual areas and parallel
improvement of perception at corresponding locations of the
visual field (Moore and Armstrong, 2003; Ruff et al., 2006, 2007).

A second system, the ventral frontoparietal network, is not ac-
tivated by expectations or task preparation but responds along
with the dorsal network when behaviorally relevant objects (or
targets) are detected (Corbetta et al., 2000). Both dorsal and
ventral networks are also activated during reorienting, with en-
hanced responses during the detection of targets that appear
at unattended locations. For example, enhanced responses
are observed when subjects are cued to expect a target at one
location but it unexpectedly appears at another (i.e., ‘‘invalid’’
targets in the Posner spatial cueing paradigm) (Arrington et al.,
2000; Corbetta et al., 2000; Kincade et al., 2005; Macaluso
et al., 2002; Vossel et al., 2006) or when a target appears infre-
quently, as in ‘‘oddball’’ paradigms (Bledowski et al., 2004;
Braver et al., 2001; Linden et al., 1999; Marois et al., 2000;
McCarthy et al., 1997; Stevens et al., 2005) (Figure 1B). Core
regions of the ventral network include temporoparietal junction
(TPJ) cortex (anatomically, TPJ is more strictly defined as the
cortex at the intersection of the posterior end of the STS, the in-
ferior parietal lobule, and the lateral occipital cortex), defined as
the posterior sector of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and
gyrus (STG) and the ventral part of the supramarginal gyrus
(SMG) and ventral frontal cortex (VFC), including parts of middle
frontal gyrus (MFG), inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), frontal opercu-
lum, and anterior insula (Figure 2A, orange regions). An early
theory of how the two networks interact (Corbetta and Shulman,
2002) proposed that when attention is reoriented to a new source

Figure 1. Focusing Attention and
Reorienting Attention Recruit Interacting
Networks
(Left panel) Focusing attention on an object
produces sustained activations in dorsal fronto-
parietal regions in the intraparietal sulcus, superior
parietal lobule, and frontal eye fields, as well as vi-
sual regions in occipital cortex (yellow and orange
colors) but sustained deactivations in more ventral
regions in supramarginal gyrus and superior tem-
poral gyrus (TPJ) and middle and inferior prefrontal
cortex (blue and green colors). (Right panel) When
an unexpected but important event evokes a
reorienting of attention, both the dorsal regions
and the formerly deactivated ventral regions are
now transiently activated.

Neuron 58, May 8, 2008 ª2008 Elsevier Inc. 307

Neuron

Review

Corbetta, Patel & Shulman, Neuron, 2008

Attention: Selection & Filtering
Attention: select among competing items/events in mind & environment
Selecting what the brain processes can be driven: 
❖  internally  - controlled by goals or plans (volitional/endogenous)
❖  externally - driven by objects/events in the world (reactive/exogenous)

Goal Driven: 
Endogenous

Event Driven: 
Exogenous

A big question is: “What is the most salient thing to attend to?” 
❖  usually defined in “cold”, objective terms to simplify experiments
❖  but, what captures a child’s attention when cognition gets “hot”?!17



“	Cold”	Distractor	Target

• Stimulus	200	ms	
• Respond	to	a	specific	color	

(red,	green,	or	blue)	in	the	
center	of	the	screen	

• Center	70%	gray,	10	%	green,	
10%	blue,	10%	red	

• Lateral	33%	green,	33%	blue,	
33%	red

Adapted	from	Sawaki,	Geng	&	Luck,2012	by	Abbie	Popa	&	Steve	Luck

Data	from	12-18	Yr-Olds
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• Respond	to	specific	emotion	
(happy,	calm,	angry)	

• Center	70%	scrambled,	10	%	
happy,	10%	calm,	10%	angry	

• Lateral	33%	happy,	33%	calm,	
33%	angry

600-1000	ms

:	)

500	ms

500	ms

“Hot”	Emotional	Distractor	Target
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(e)DT	-	Emotional	Distractor	“Cost”

Improvement

Impairment
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Reviews and Overviews

Mechanisms of Psychiatric Illness

Emotion Dysregulation in Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder

Philip Shaw, M.B.B.Ch., Ph.D.

Argyris Stringaris, M.D., Ph.D.

Joel Nigg, Ph.D.

Ellen Leibenluft, M.D.

Although it has long been recognized that
many individuals with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) also have
difficulties with emotion regulation, no
consensus has been reached on how to
conceptualize this clinically challenging
domain. The authors examine the current
literature using both quantitative and
qualitative methods. Three key findings
emerge. First, emotion dysregulation is
prevalent in ADHD throughout the lifespan
and is a major contributor to impairment.
Second, emotion dysregulation in ADHD
may arise fromdeficits in orienting toward,
recognizing, and/or allocating attention to
emotional stimuli; these deficits implicate
dysfunctionwithin a striato-amygdalo-medial
prefrontal cortical network. Third, while

current treatments for ADHD often also
ameliorate emotion dysregulation, a fo-
cus on this combination of symptoms
reframes clinical questions and could
stimulate novel therapeutic approaches.
The authors then consider three models
to explain the overlap between emotion
dysregulation and ADHD: emotion dysre-
gulation and ADHD are correlated but
distinct dimensions; emotion dysregula-
tion is a core diagnostic feature of ADHD;
and the combination constitutes a noso-
logical entity distinct from both ADHD and
emotion dysregulation alone. The differing
predictions from each model can guide
research on the much-neglected popula-
tion of patients with ADHD and emotion
dysregulation.

(Am J Psychiatry 2014; 171:276–293)

It has long been recognized that emotion dysregulation
is common in individuals with neurodevelopmental
disorders, including attention deficit hyperactivity disor-
der (ADHD). Indeed, in the early conceptualization of
ADHD as reflecting “minimal brain damage,” emotion
dysregulation was placed along with inattention among
the cardinal symptoms (1). Only with the publication of
DSM-III did emotional symptoms became an “associated
feature” rather than a diagnostic criterion of ADHD.
Renewed interest in this area makes timely a review of the
overlap of emotion dysregulation with ADHD, focusing on
prevalence, pathophysiology, and treatment.

In line with previous theorists, we define emotion reg-
ulation as an individual’s ability to modify an emotional
state so as to promote adaptive, goal-oriented behaviors
(2). It encompasses the processes that allow the individual
to select, attend to, and appraise emotionally arousing stim-
uli, and to do so flexibly. These processes trigger behavioral
and physiological responses that can be modulated in line
with goals. Emotion dysregulation arises when these adap-
tive processes are impaired, leading to behavior that defeats
the individual’s interests. It encompasses 1) emotional ex-
pressions and experiences that are excessive in relation
to social norms and are context inappropriate; 2) rapid,
poorly controlled shifts in emotion (lability); and 3) the

anomalous allocation of attention to emotional stimuli.
Here, we focus on the clinical expression of emotion dys-
regulation as irritability, which is often linked with re-
active aggression and temper outbursts (3–5).
Emotion dysregulation is a dimensional trait that is not

unique to ADHD; rather, it undercuts the traditional divide
between internalizing and externalizing diagnoses and,
indeed, may partly explain their high correlation (6). For
example, a study that contrasted 105 irritable, emotionally
dysregulated children with ADHD and 395 nonirritable
children with ADHD found higher rates not only of
oppositional defiant disorder but also of depression
and dysthymia in the group with irritability (7).
Emotion dysregulation is also not synonymous with any

single DSM-5 disorder. For example, of the three symptom
clusters in oppositional defiant disorder—angry/irritable
mood, defiant behavior, and vindictiveness—only the first
plausibly reflects dysregulated emotions (8). In its extreme
form, emotion dysregulation is likely to emerge as a major
etiological factor behind the frequent, severe temper out-
bursts and irritability of the new DSM-5 diagnosis of dis-
ruptive mood dysregulation disorder. However, emotion
dysregulation is a dimensional entity, not a categorical
diagnosis, andherewe consider the full spectrumof emotion
dysregulation within ADHD, not just extremes. Thus, we

This article is featured in this month’s AJP Audio

276 ajp.psychiatryonline.org Am J Psychiatry 171:3, March 2014
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Affect, Anxiety and Attention
Sorted experiment data using Spence, SNAP-IV scores, not 22q/TD Dx

 C1 =17 22q, 3 TD: higher 
anxiety, higher ADHD scores 
(the strugglers) 

C2 = 4 22q, 17 TD: lower 
anxiety, lower ADHD scores 
(the copers)

Supports anxiety-arousal-
inattention-disinhibition 
hypothesis

C1

C2
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Check-In #3

The Story So Far

❖Cognitive challenge related to emotional dysregulation

❖More anxious kids have less control of cognition (& V/V)

❖Challenge <—> Anxiety

❖  Anxiety may drive inattention (& ADHD diagnosis?)
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“Cold” Cognition: Inhibition

1

3

5

Go/NoGo Task adapted from Casey et al. 2007
❖ “Go” trials (75%): press a button as quickly as possible to 

“whack” the mole
❖ “No-Go” trials (25%): do NOT press button to avoid 

“squashing” the vegetable
❖ Preceded by 1, 3, or 5 “Go” trials
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“Cold” Cognition: Inhibition
Shapiro et al. Atypical response inhibition in 22q11.2DS

FIGURE 2 | Proactive response inhibition was typical in children with
22q11.2DS. (A) Accuracy and (B) response time on Go trials did not differ
between groups.

Go trials, respectively). Diagnostic group, No-Go trial type, and
gender were regressed on accuracy and RT. We found a signifi-
cant Group ⇥ Trial Type interaction [F(2, 162) = 3.83, p = 0.02;
Figure 3A]. In order to better understand this interaction, we
next examined the effects of No-Go trial type within each group
separately by regressing No-Go trial type on No-Go accuracy for
each group. There was a significant effect of No-Go trial type on
accuracy in TD children, such that when No-Go trials were pre-
ceded by increasing numbers of Go trials, TD children had greater
accuracy [F(2, 70) = 7.07, p = 0.002; mean accuracy = 71.7(19.2),
78.5(15.5), and 82.1(15.5)% for one, three, and five preceding
Go trials, respectively]. By contrast, children with 22q11.2DS
demonstrated no change in performance across trial types [F(2,
92) = 0.05, p = 0.95; mean accuracy = 71.7(16.4), 72.4(16.5), and
72.0(18.0)% for one, three, and five preceding Go trials, respec-
tively; Figure 3A]. The Group ⇥ Trial Type interaction on No-Go
accuracy did not remain significant after accounting for multi-
ple comparisons; however, within the TD group, the effect of Trial
Type on No-Go accuracy survived this correction. Thus, it appears
that the two groups have differential patterns of performance as a
function of No-Go trial type.

In order to examine possible group differences in the error
mechanism, we next examined RT on the incorrect No-Go trials,
or false alarms. There were no effects of group, or a Group ⇥ Trial
Type interaction (Figure 3B). Thus, the false alarm RT was the
same between and within groups across No-Go trial types.

REACTIVE RESPONSE INHIBITION WAS IMPAIRED IN OLDER CHILDREN
WITH 22q11.2DS
To examine the development of response inhibition in the two
groups, we conducted a cross-sectional analysis in children with
22q11.2DS relative to TD children, all aged 7–14 years with no
age difference between groups [t (77) = 1.03, p = 0.31]. To assess
proactive inhibition, the following were regressed on Go accuracy
and RT: diagnostic group, age, gender, and Go trial type. There
were main effects of age, such that age predicted higher accuracy
[F(1, 78) = 13.90, p = 0.0004] and faster RT [F(1, 78) = 39.20,
p < 0.0001], although the Age ⇥ Group interaction was not sig-
nificant (p = 0.26 and p = 0.77 for accuracy and RT, respectively;

FIGURE 3 | Reactive response inhibition was atypical in children with
22q11.2DS. (A) TD children demonstrated better No-Go accuracy as a
function of more preceding Go trials, while children with 22q11.2DS did not
demonstrate this pattern. (B) There were no group differences in response
time on incorrect No-Go trials (false alarms).

Table 2 | Age effects on Go/No-Go performance.

Outcome measure Group ⇥Age interaction

F p

Percent accuracy on Go trials 1.15 0.29

RT on Go trials (ms) 0.23 0.63

Percent accuracy on No-Go trials 4.4 0.04*

RT on incorrect No-Go trials (ms) 0.00 1

Post-error processing difference (ms) 0.69 0.41

Above are the test statistics from regressions of age against each outcome mea-
sure with both groups in the same model to examine group by age interactions
that might represent group differences in developmental trajectories. Gender was
included in all models.

Table 2; Figures 4A,B). The age effects on accuracy and RT sur-
vived correction for multiple comparisons. Thus, accuracy was
better and RT was faster in older individuals across both groups,
and this pattern did not differ between groups.

To examine age effects on reactive inhibition, the following
were regressed on No-Go accuracy: diagnostic group, age, gen-
der, and No-Go trial type. Collectively, there was no overall effect
of age [F(1, 78) = 0.59, p = 0.45], but there was a significant
Age ⇥ Group interaction on No-Go accuracy [F(1, 78) = 4.39,
p = 0.04; Table 2; Figure 4C]. Within groups, there was a signifi-
cant effect of age on accuracy in TD children, such that older TD
children had higher No-Go accuracy [F(1, 33) = 4.9, p = 0.03].
By contrast, performance in children with 22q11.2DS did not dif-
fer with age [F(1, 44) = 0.45, p = 0.51]. Though the Age ⇥ Group
interaction on No-Go accuracy did not remain significant after
accounting for multiple comparisons, the main effect within the
TD group survived this correction. Thus, while the TD children
demonstrated an association between improved reactive inhibi-
tion and age, the children with 22q11.2DS did not. This appears
due to a subgroup of the oldest children with 22q11.2DS that have
lower levels of accuracy relative to others their age in either group.

Frontiers in Psychiatry | Child and Neurodevelopmental Psychiatry August 2013 | Volume 4 | Article 81 | 4

www.frontiersin.org  August 2013!25



“Hot” Cognition: Inhibition
Whacking moles & protecting vegetables is all very well but .....
What happens when what you want to do really COUNTS?

Whoa, that was stressful! And that was for something that feels good!
What happens if you have to control yourself when things feel bad?!26
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“Hot” Cognition: Inhibition
Do emotionally salient stimuli affect the ability to withhold 
responses?
❖ Go trials (75%): press a button as quickly as possible in 

response to Happy (50%) or Angry (50%) face
❖ No-Go trials (25%): do NOT press button in response to 

Neutral face
❖  Preceded by 1, 3, or 5 “Go” trials

1

3

5

!27



“Hot” Cognition: Inhibition

These data are from current study 
with 12-18 year-olds
❖ as a group, youth with 22q 

respond more quickly 
(impulsively)

❖ as a group, youth with 22q are 
much less able to inhibit a 
response than TD youth when 
emotion is negative (Angry)

!28



“Hot” Cognition: Inhibition

Brain signal for “Uh-Oh” is also
much stronger for Angry than 
Happy faces in youth with 22q
❖ equal in TD youth

!29



Check-In #4

The Story So Far

❖Exec. Func. impairment = less well-regulated behavior

❖  Taxes thinking, gets you in trouble, increases anxiety?

❖  Anxiety may alter No-Go ability (& ADHD diagnosis?)

❖  A little anxiety may help, too much increases challenge

!30



IQ = 75 can be like operating like 9-year-old in 12-year-old’s world (in 
SOME situations and not in others)
Creates constant, variable (i.e. unpredictable) mismatch

AND, we know that …..
❖  many young people with 22q have significant anxiety 

❖  low levels of diagnosis or treatment
❖ many young people with 22q get a diagnosis of ADHD (often 
Inattentive or Combined type) and take medications
❖  many young people with 22q get ASD diagnoses 

❖ helps get services, but usually not (inappropriate) ABA
Diagnoses. Can we instead generate possible explanations?

Cognition, Emotion & Psychiatric Diagnoses
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Attention, Arousal & Behavior
Attention is used to select among competing, salient inputs
 Salience changes dynamically and is driven internally & externally
❖ External: 

❖ what teacher is writing on the board
❖ what the kid next to me is doing

❖ Internal:
❖ how much do I want/need to understand this math?
❖ how much does math make make head/tummy hurt?

Stress & Anxiety alter arousal & arousal alters salience
❖ threshold for what enters awareness drops (survival)
❖ suddenly more things are competing for (impaired) attention
❖ “spotlight of attention” is pulled in multiple directions
❖ nothing is attended long/deeply enough for learning e.g. math

!32



Mismatch-driven hyper-arousal & hyper-vigilance increases 
salience of otherwise mundane objects/events

 
More attention drawn to more distracting stimuli
 Reduced inhibitory ability in emotionally activated states

❖  less able to “not attend” to inappropriate stimuli
❖  more responding to objects/events that should be ignored

Cognition selects too little “desired” information and too much 
“undesired” information 
❖  “inattention” to (e.g. teacher-defined) salient info may really be 

adaptive attending to own (emotionally-defined) salient targets
Explains some proportion of ADHD Diagnoses?

Cognition, Emotion & ADHD
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Mismatched cognitive ability and social demands induce avoidance 
and/or anxiety and disinhibited responding 
Socially motivated kids unable to match peer’s abilities?
❖  lower language/conceptual abilities obscure meaning of speech?
❖  lower emotion recognition/“Theory of Mind” abilities obscure 

intent of speech?
❖  impairs turn-taking & reading of other’s interest in content 
❖  leads to out of context “downloads” of own favorite topic

This makes peer social interaction unpleasant, unrewarding
❖  anxiety creates repetitive responses, gaze avoidance or opt out
❖  but, successful & rewarding with ability-matched/flexible others

Cognition, Emotion & ASD
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Treatment Implications

Reducing mismatches enhances functioning & coping
“Adjust child towards demands & adjust demands toward child”
❖  but only with evidence-based methods

Anxiety:
❖  improved child cognition will reduce challenge
❖  better child coping via behavioral therapy (& biological therapy if 

indicated)
❖  adjust environmental demands via IEP, parent/family/social 

expectations

NB: I am NOT a clinician/physician - work directly with yours!
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Treatment Implications
ADHD:
❖  improved child cognition reduces challenge, enhance control via 

executive function training (& biological therapy if indicated)
❖  optimize environmental demands e.g. IEP, other accommodations

 Autism Spectrum Disorders
❖  improved child cognition to support linguistic/emotional skills 

via tutoring, social skills groups etc
❖  optimized social demands via ability-matched friends
❖  reduced anxiety via behavioral therapy (& biological if indicated)
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Conclusions
Mismatched ability to demands induces challenge
Chronic challenge likely creates anxiety, depression, reduces self-esteem
Avoidance slows development further, increasing challenge
Family/School/Community supports further modulate this interaction & 
influence “coper/struggler” trajectory
❖  strugglers might experience higher “allostatic load” & more psychiatric 

diagnoses
Strugglers can be converted to copers with child, school, family change
❖  not with stem cells or brain surgery but commonly available therapy
Child: cognitive behavioral/behavioral therapy, SSRI, cognitive training
School: effective IEP, careful calibration of challenge based on testing
Family: coping strategies for parents, matching parent/child expectations
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Thanks
Kids who participated & their families!!
Majority of the work presented here was done by:
❖ Courtney Durdle, Hannah Morgan, Angela Bassal, Jordan Garner, 

Josh Cruz, Nina Cung, Dave Reyes, Margie Cabaral, Freddy Bassal, 
Heather Shapiro Ph.D., Ling Wong Ph.D., Andrea Quintero, Ph.D., 
Abbie Popa Ph.D., Elliott Beaton Ph.D., Michelle Deng Ph.D., Danielle 
Harvey, Ph.D., Naomi Hunsaker, Ph.D., Kathy Angkustsiri M.D., 
Ingrid Leckliter Ph.D., Janice Enriquez Ph.D., Nicole Tartaglia M.D., 
Joel Stoddard, M.D., Khyati Brahmbatt, M.D., Paula Wadell, M.D.

❖ UCD MIND Institute IDDRC
❖ UC Davis Center of Excellence in Developmental Disabilities
❖ Dempster Family Foundation
❖ National Institutes of Health: NICHD, NIMH
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